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■ Redevco, the European 
retail real estate investment 
manager, has begun work 
on the redevelopment of 
the former Hanningtons 
department store in Brighton. 
The 1.3 acre site is being 
transformed into an exciting 
new retail and leisure 
destination which will be 
completed next year.

GCW is handling lettings 
for the development 
which will see over 20 new 
retailers and food operators 
moving to the site which 
aims to become the hub 
for Brighton’s aspirational 
shopping. GCW initially 
advised on the purchase 
and was then retained to 
input on strategic leasing 
development. 

“This is an exciting urban 
development in a big chunk 
of a major city. We are 
delighted to see our advice 
come to fruition and are 
looking forward to engaging 
with exciting brands to bring 
the development to life,” says 
GCW director Simon Morris. 

“GCW has a strong track 
record with niche and 
independent brands. Lots of 
our retailer clients started out 
this way so we understand 
exactly what type of retailer 
will be successful in specific 
locations,” adds Morris. 

Redevco acquired the 
majority of the site in 2015 
and an adjacent mixed-use 
property at the end of last 
year, taking the total amount 
invested in Brighton to £72 
million. The project will 
create a new Lane which 
will be accessed via a new 

entrance from North Street 
as well as linking into the 
existing Lanes. This new 
link between North and 
South Lanes will be the most 
convenient way for shoppers 
and visitors to explore the 
Lanes and add to the already 
substantial footfall on North 
Street.

“We want to build further 
on Brighton’s reputation for 
individuality and diversity 
of culture, by bringing this 
approach into a vibrant retail 
and leisure destination. The 
vision is to blend a visually 
engaging scheme into the 

existing network of narrow 
alleyways, lanes, eclectic 
boutiques, restaurants, cafes 
and bars that already make 
Brighton so popular,” says 
Andrew Foulds, Portfolio 
Director at Redevco. 

“We also have an 

opportunity to invest 
substantially in the quality of 
the buildings on North Street 
and our masterplan approach 
should provide a catalyst for 
the whole area,” he adds.

The development will 
create 20 new shops with 

five large units facing North 
Street. GCW is working with 
joint agent, KLM Retail, to 
target retailers and operators 
that represent pioneering, 
cutting edge fashion and 
accessories together with 
inspiring food and produce.

Brighton Lanes 
redevelopment 
gets green light 
An exciting new retail and leisure destination 
will open in Brighton next year

Five large units facing 
North Street will link 
into the Lanes
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DEALS

GCW has delivered on advice given as part of an 
investment acquisition on Market Street, Guildford for 
client CBRE GI. It has agreed terms to take back a lease 
in return for a substantial premium and let the property 
at an increased rent. Sweaty Betty has agreed terms to 
take the store with 990 sq ft on ground and 876 sq ft on 
first floor at £115,000 pa on a 10 year lease. 

GCW has agreed two deals for KFC to open drive-thru 
restaurants. KFC has taken a 3,000 sq ft unit on Crayford 
Retail Park on a 20 year lease at £85,000 pa with 12 
months rent free. It also opens in Romford’s Eastern 
Avenue Retail Park in a 2,500 sq ft unit at £125,000 pa 
on a 20 year lease.

Orchard Street Investment Management has agreed 
two new lettings at St Ann’s shopping centre in Harrow. 
Holland & Barrett relocates to a store double its original 
size with 5,400 sq ft over ground and first floor at 
£210,000 pa on a 10 year lease. Virgin Media also 
relocates from a mall kiosk into a 2,300 sq ft store at 
£94,000 pa on a five year lease.

GCW client, online furniture store, Loaf continues the 
expansion of its physical stores with the assignment of a 
lease of a former Ted Baker store on Commercial Road, 
Spitalfields. The 3,500 sq ft store is currently held on a 
lease expiring in 2024 at a rent of £195,000 pa.

Moxy Hotels has completed the purchase of a new site 
from Southampton Council following planning consent 
to open a 210 bed hotel off West Quay road in the city 
centre. This is the third site agreed by GCW for the hotel. 

GCW has agreed terms for two new stores for The 
Cornish Bakery. It opens in Boughton on the Water in a 
1,500 sq ft store at £32,000 pa and in Dorset’s West Bay 
in 1,200 sq ft at £15,000 pa. 

GCW has agreed the acquisition of a store on Crawley’s 
Queensway for a private investor for £4.35 million with 
a net initial yield of 7.4%. The property is one of New 
Look’s best trading stores in the UK and has an income 
of £342,000 pa for over 10 years.  

GCW has used its expertise in Portsmouth, as letting 
agent on Cascades shopping centre, to secure the 
freehold investment let to New Look on Commercial 
Road. The acquisition for new client Aspect Property 
Group is for £3.58 million with a net initial yield of 6.75%.

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
simon.morris@gcw.co.uk

“We want to build on Brighton’s 
reputation for individuality and 

diversity of culture”
Andrew Foulds, Redevco

The challenge has strong 
similarities to GCW’s work 
in place-making and creating 
destinations including on 
Portman Estate’s Portman 
Village development in 
Central London where it 
developed a retail destination 
populated with independent 
and innovative retailers. 

“We believe that there is 
a real gap in the market in 
Brighton. There is a fantastic 
opportunity to manage the 

tenant mix and build an 
estate that will have longevity. 
There will be more demand 
for units than those that we 
have on offer,” says Morris. 

Construction work on the 
project will initially focus 
on the rear of the scheme, 
enabling existing retailers 
to continue trading with 
minimum disruption.

www.hanningtonsestate.com
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T
owns and cities are changing 
and with it the opportunities 
for a range of alternative 
property occupiers. Nurseries, 
gyms, student housing, care 
homes and other leisure 

experiences can now compete for sites that 
were once exclusively used for retail operators. 

GCW has launched a team of specialists 
dedicated to the Alternative Sectors based 
on expertise built up over the past six years. 
Led by director Simon Horner and associate 
director Tim Ashe it will focus on the fast-
growing sector, advising both occupiers, 
landlords and developers. 

“We are really excited about the possibilities 
for GCW to expand in this sector. Our 
knowledge has come from exploring 
alternative uses for retailing space. We are in a 
strong position and our team can offer joined-
up thinking across the Alternative Sectors,” 
says Horner. 

IMAGINATIVE USES
“Landlords are having to be more 
imaginative about potential uses, often 
these opportunities suit occupiers such 
as nurseries and gyms which can be 
more profitable, particularly in easy to 
reach urban areas. Alternative occupiers 
co-exist very well with retail and there 
are mutual benefits,” he says.

 “Many new regeneration projects are 
residential-led with mixed-use elements. 
This might include care homes, leisure 
or some retail space but we are well 
placed to advise on what will work 
best. Planning and government policy 
is also encouraging intensification 
of land use and this will further 
encourage mixed use schemes,” 
adds Horner.

GCW’s new team plans to 
capitalise on its substantial 
experience of non-high street 
retailers looking for properties in 
fringe-of-town locations. Early work 
involved securing roadside sites for 
KFC and Tesco Express. 

 “We understand exactly what 
occupiers want. We’ve been working 
with them for a long time and can 
use this knowledge to help landlord 
clients think laterally. Each occupier 
has specific needs but all are focussed 
on convenient and prominent 
locations, access to arterial roads and 
appropriate demographics,” says Ashe.

GCW has steadily built up experience 
in each element of the Alternative Sectors. 
Ongoing work with supermarkets has 
seen GCW help Lidl to identify potential 
sites across North London and investigate 
opportunities to work with developers as 

GCW is launching a new team to focus on the fast-growing 
Alternative Sectors as a range of specialist occupiers now 
vie for prime sites and co-exist with traditional retailers.

part of mixed-use schemes. In the healthcare 
market, GCW has been assisting Gracewell 
Healthcare to look for care home development 

sites. The first deal on a site in Sevenoaks is 
due to complete in March. 

STUDENT HOUSING
GCW’s successful role with student 
housing company, Unite is key to its 
understanding of the potential for 
student accommodation. It advised 

on negotiations with the owners of the 
Westfield shopping centre to secure a site 

for 950 units as part of their regeneration of 
the Stratford area. GCW is currently working 
with Unite in selected locations to secure 
further sites. 

GCW has advised leading fitness club 
franchisor, énergie Group, on the roll out of its 

Fit4Less brand since 2014. énergie now has 
a network of 102 clubs across the UK and 
Europe. 

“Growth in the fitness industry 
shows no signs of slowing down. 
Working closely with our internal 
property division, GCW has become 
an invaluable partner in helping 
to secure successful locations that 
meet the demands of our rapidly 
expanding franchise network,” says 
Jan Spaticchia chairman and CEO of 
énergie Group. 

As énergie Group plans further 
expansion, GCW will call on its 

knowledge of what makes a successful 
gym to secure the best new sites. 

GCW has been working with hotel 
developer Vastint since 2014 when it 

secured a 3.5 acre stand-alone site on 
Heathrow’s golden mile to develop a 435-
bed Moxy Hotel. It has agreed other sites 
in Bristol and Southampton.

“We understand  
exactly what occupiers 

want. We’ve been working 
with them for a long 
time and can use this 

knowledge to help  
landlord clients“
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GCW associate director Tim Ashe (left) 
and director Simon Horner
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“In a competitive market, it is important 
that we have the right support to find 
development sites to enable us to roll out 
the Moxy Hotel brand. We are confident that 
even in complex land assembly situations, 
GCW can deliver and enable us to develop the 
locations that are just right for our hotels,” 
says Simon Lee, acquisition manager UK 
Hotels, Vastint.

GCW is also active in the nurseries sector, 
helping Busy Bees, the UK’s largest nursery 
provider with 267 operations to expand its 
portfolio. GCW acquired its first nursery for 
Busy Bees in Croydon last year with a well 
located site in an affluent catchment area. 

“Location is key for us and GCW is well-
placed to help us find the best properties that 
meet our specific criteria. We are excited by 
the opportunities in mixed-use developments 
and from the changing use of existing 
buildings,” says Karen Hanlon, development 
manager at Busy Bees Nurseries. 

DEVELOPMENT ADVICE
This extensive occupier experience means 
that GCW has invaluable insight to offer 
landlords and developers. GCW is currently 
working on proposed schemes in Exeter, 
Peterborough and Ashford in Kent to deliver 
mixed-use developments with an array of 
drive-through, retailing and leisure uses.  In 
Ashford, it is advising GSE Group on the 
development potential for a site. 

“Good advice at an early stage will bring 
real returns for developers. It’s all about 
helping clients to maximise use and the value 
of their holdings,” says Horner.

GCW has delivered a positive outcome 
in the retail element of a mixed-use 
development in London’s Queen’s Park 
Place for Bouygues Development. It is also 
working with housebuilder, Barratt London 
to let the retail element of its new mixed-use 
development on London’s South Bank. 
MORE INFORMATION FROM simon.horner@gcw.co.uk 

HIGH STREET 
■ Home furnishings retailer 
Hillarys is set to move from a 
catalogue, online and home 
sales business into a high 
street brand with the launch 
of a ‘home studio’ store 
format. 

GCW is working with 
Hillarys to secure a number 
of stores which will focus on 
the customer experience. The 
roll-out follows a successful 
trial of the new concept in a 
store on White Ladies Road, 
Bristol. 

The non-transactional store 
is designed to generate leads 

and for customers to view its 
range of products including 
blinds, curtains, shutters and 
carpets. They can also discuss 
design trends and interior 
ideas with staff.

GCW is working with 
Hillarys to initially secure six 
new stores of around 1,500 
sq ft. They will be located 
on the high street in fashion 
pitches or on retail parks and 
homeware locations. Terms 
have already been agreed on a 
second store.  

Hillarys launches home 
studios on the high street 

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
gareth.storer@gcw.co.uk

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
nick.warr@gcw.co.uk

SHOPPING CENTRES 
■ GCW has reached 
agreement with King’s Lynn 
Council to regear the head 
lease on the Vancouver 
Quarter shopping centre.

The newly agreed lease will 
enable redevelopment of the 
former Beales department 
store within the shopping 
centre and deliver long-
planned improvements.

The centre is held on six 
long leases and one of these 
included the now defunct 
store. The aim of the regear is 
to enable redevelopment into 
a 20,000 sq ft fashion store 
and five other units. Planning 
consent has already been 

gained for the changes.
“The regear increases the 

demise over two areas and 
is for a 250 year term. It 
means building can go ahead 
and provide a real boost for 
the centre. It also gives us 
an opportunity to secure a 
fashion anchor,” says GCW 
director Nick Warr. 

GCW was appointed on 
the Vancouver Quarter in 
2013 when it was acquired 
by a joint venture between 
LAP and US investment 
management firm, Oaktree 
Capital. 

King’s Lynn regear 
enables rebuild 
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LEISURE 
■ GCW has completed 
its first letting at Grants 
Entertainment Centre in 
Croydon as the leisure venue 
begins work on improving the 
tenant mix. 

Caribbean restaurant, 
Turtle Bay will open in a 4,100 
sq ft ground floor unit on a 15 
year lease at £140,000 pa. 

GCW acts for landlord 
Hermes who bought the 
leisure scheme two years ago. 
The focus since purchase has 
been to move away from A4 
drinking and night club use 
to create a more varied tenant 
mix, attract customers to the 

first floor of the centre and 
increase visitor numbers.

Hermes took a surrender 
from Tiger Tiger which 
occupied a large 20,000 sq 

ft unit over ground and first 
floor to move the scheme 
towards a more family-
focussed environment.

GCW is about to agree a 
family entertainment offer 

Croydon leisure centre 
adds Caribbean feel  

3 COMPLETES MAIDSTONE LINE-UP
SHOPPING CENTRES 
■ Mobile phone retailer 3 
becomes the latest retailer 
to open in Maidstone’s 
Fremlin Walk, relocating 
from Week Street. The deal 
on behalf of owner M&G 
Real Estate at £135,000 pa 
on a 10 year lease means that 
the shopping centre is now 
fully let.

The opening follows a 
busy year at the centre with 

deals agreed with leading 
retailers River Island, New 
Look and Quiz Clothing all 
of whom are now trading 
successfully. 

River Island moved from 
elsewhere in the town into 
one of the largest fashion 
units in the scheme, a 13,500 
sq ft store formerly let to 
Next. 

“We are delighted with the 
strength of performance of 

Fremlin Walk since purchase 
in 2014 and pleased to see 
another strong retailer in the 
scheme,” says M&G leasing 
director Scott Linard.

GCW was appointed to 
act on the 350,000 sq ft 
open-air scheme following 
its purchase by M&G late in 
2014.

GCW secures 
Central  
London sale 
INVESTMENT 
■ GCW has completed 
its latest central London 
investment deal with the sale 
of a property on the Strand 
opposite the Royal Courts of 
Justice.

GCW initially let the 
property to a new restaurant, 
Gusto Remo on a 25 year 
lease. It subsequently sold the 
3,345 sq ft property over the 
ground and basement, with 
the upper parts retained.

The investment sale for 
£4.5 million at an initial yield 
of 4.5% was completed for a 
long-standing private investor 
client and sold to Kames 
Capital.

to take the first floor space 
vacated by Tiger Tiger. This 
will operate alongside the 
existing Vue cinema on the 
second floor. The final stages 
for the new-look centre will 
be to let three remaining 
vacant units. 

Grants Entertainment 

Centre hopes to capitalise 
on the huge change taking 
place in Croydon including 
the Westfield/Hammerson-
led retail centre and new 
residential developments.

INVESTMENT 
■ Kames Capital has acquired 
a prime retail parade on 
Harrogate’s Cambridge Street 
for £4.825 million showing a 
net initial yield of 5.19%.

GCW agreed the 
acquisition of the retail 
parade let to four tenants, 
The Carphone Warehouse, 
Smiggle, Card Factory and 
H Samuel in 100% prime 
Cambridge Street adjacent to 
Marks & Spencer. 

“Harrogate is a strong 

retailing centre with 
an affluent and loyal 
catchment.  This is an 
attractive acquisition for 
our client showing a rental 
and yield discount to recent 
transactions in Harrogate and 
to similar retail centres,” says 

GCW director Oli Horton. 
This is the first investment 

acquisition agreed for Kames 
Capital who is an existing 
GCW client.

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
duncan.kite@gcw.co.uk

Kames buys 
prime parade  
in Harrogate

“The focus is on 
moving the centre to a 
more family-focussed 

environment”

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
james.pearson@gcw.co.uk

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
oli.horton@gcw.co.uk

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
phil.fishwick@gcw.co.uk
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Retailers face tough 
trading challenges

Retail landlords could be forgiven for believing 
that all is well following strong Christmas 
trading figures. But whilst this festive cheer 

was welcome, it is vital not to see this boost in 
consumer spending as a guide as to what will happen 
to retail fortunes this year. The dual impact of rises in 
inflation and pressure on income is hitting consumer 
confidence and therefore the amount they can and 
are willing to spend. Consumer purchasing power 
looks set to be increasingly diluted over the next few 
months.

For Britain’s hard pressed retailers falling consumer 
confidence comes at the same time that external 
pressures mean their costs are rising. The impact of 
a business rate hike this month alongside increased 
costs from exchange rate rises as hedges come to an 
end makes trading tough. Add to this the widespread 
political uncertainty of Brexit, President Trump, 
European elections and maybe Indyref 2 and it’s a 
challenging time ahead. 

For retailers the ability to adapt and innovate will 
be key to survival. They face a fiercely competitive 
environment and no longer have the luxury of 
customer loyalty with multiple purchasing channels 
offering consumers a plethora of spending options. 

For landlords the clear message is to be aware of all 
the pressures facing retailers and to work to attract 
and retain the strongest possible occupiers.

At GCW we advise our landlord clients to keep 
a few key factors in mind:
■ Take any opportunity to do deals with the right 
occupiers and if possible agree longer lease 
lengths with those who have the best 
covenants. 
■ Respond quickly. It is important to 
seek out the best deals but just as critical 
to make rapid decisions and to sign 
strong retailers without delay. 
■ Don’t be tempted by the quickest 
opportunity to agree a letting. Think 
carefully about an occupier’s business 
model and how they’re funded. 
■ Actively engage with existing 
occupiers. Strong tenants will be courted 
by other landlords so don’t give them any 
opportunity to leave. Start conversations 
two or three years before a lease event if an 
occupier is financially strong. 

At GCW we understand how individual 
retailers are performing and whether they are 
a strong proposition as a tenant. Landlords 
should make sure they have the same level of 
understanding. Retail is facing a challenging 
time but there is plenty that landlords can 
do. The key is to get ahead of the game. 

OPINION SIMON MORRIS

MORE INFORMATION FROM  simon.morris@gcw.co.uk

SHOPPING CENTRES 
  The long-anticipated 
extension to Langney 
shopping centre near 
Eastbourne has the go-ahead 
following agreement with a 
second anchor for the scheme.

Terms have been agreed for 
Home Bargains to open in a 
15,000 sq ft store alongside 
existing anchor Tesco. Work 
will begin in June this year.

The 35,000 sq ft extension 
will see 12 new units opened 
and terms are now agreed for 
more than 70 per cent of the 
space. New tenants include 
Burger King, Subway, Costa 
Coffee and Holland & Barratt. 

“The extension has been 
mooted for years so we are 
very pleased it now has the 
go-ahead and it will give the 
scheme momentum,” says 
GCW director Nick Warr. 

Recent activity elsewhere 
in Langney includes the 
reletting of the former M&Co 
unit which has been split into 
two. The first 1,800 sq ft unit 
fronting onto the Mall has 
been let to The Works on a 10 

year lease at £40,000 pa. The 
second unit is 1,400 sq ft and 
fronts onto the car park. It 
has been let to Ladbrokes who 
relocates from elsewhere in 
the scheme on a 10 year lease 
at £35,000 pa. 

“We are very pleased 
it has the go-ahead. It 
will give the scheme 

momentum”

GCW retains Stratford Centre 

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
duncan.kite@gcw.co.uk

SHOPPING CENTRES 
■ GCW has secured its role as 
letting agent on the Stratford 
Centre as the scheme has 
been sold by Catalyst Capital 
to Frogmore.

GCW was first appointed 
on the scheme 14 years ago 
when it was owned by Land 
Securities and has acted as 
letting agent continuously 
since then. The 306,000 sq ft 
centre is fully let with tenants 
including Sainsbury’s, Lidl 
and New Look.

 “We are delighted to retain 
the Stratford Centre and to 

add Frogmore to our growing 
portfolio of shopping centre 
clients,” says GCW director 
Duncan Kite. 

 “Stratford Centre benefits 
from a footfall of 26.5 million 
people. Our value add 
strategy will be to capitalise 
on the huge footfall and 
increase dwell times by 
improving tenant mix within 
the scheme,” says Frogmore’s 
director of acquisitions, 
Patrick Smith.

Langney extension 
gets the go-ahead 

BIG IN RETAIL

MORE INFORMATION FROM 
nick.warr@gcw.co.uk
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Q&A
Chris Wood is the UK sales director at paint and wallpaper 
specialist Farrow & Ball, one of GCW’s long-standing retail 
clients. Chris talks about the opportunities and challenges in 
his varied role at the global business. 

How did you arrive at Farrow & Ball?
■  Via 15 years in various sales, service and 
operations roles at Black & Decker. When I 
joined Farrow & Ball, I initially concentrated 
on our wholesale customers. Now I oversee 
all of our sales activity in the UK and Ireland. 
I took on the retail and property brief five 
years ago. 

Describe your current role?
Farrow & Ball is an unusual business in that 
we are simultaneously a manufacturer, 
wholesaler and retailer. Our customers 
are varied too – consumers, decorators, 
designers and retailers. There are lots of 
competing demands and we have to work 
hard to get the balance right. In my seven 
years here, sales have doubled. 

What’s your link with GCW?
GCW has worked with Farrow & Ball since 
we opened our first showroom on Fulham 
Road in Chelsea in 1996; we now have 62 
showrooms globally.

Why do you work with them?
GCW understands our brand and business. 
We are focused as a retailer; location is 
key and they understand that our stores 
are a destination. The seemingly obvious 
location in a town often isn’t right for us. We 
value their expertise and knowledge and 
they help us to target locations, manage 
acquisitions and handle lease 
renewals and rent reviews. 

Where did you learn your 
property skills?
Here at Farrow & Ball - I took on 
the retail estate in a restructure. 
I had no direct retail experience 
and property was totally new 
to me. However, I 
was fortunate to 
have expertise 
in the team 
and amongst 
suppliers. I leant 

on GCW to provide detailed expertise and 
knowledge.

What’s the key thing about Farrow & 
Ball’s showrooms?
Our showrooms are the pinnacle of the 
Farrow & Ball brand experience. They 
are about more than just fulfilment 
and showcase all that’s great about our 
products, with our experts on hand to help 
inspire customers. 

How will they change in the future?
We’re rolling out a new softer look and 
feel which is about being exclusive but 
not excluding. We have introduced new 
technology such as our virtual wallpaper 
library, operated via touchscreens. 
Technology offers us huge opportunities. 

Describe a Farrow & Ball customer in 10 
words?
A passionate and hugely loyal advocate 
who appreciates what we offer. That’s 
equally true whether they are an individual 
consumer, a professional decorator or a 
major retailer. 

What’s your favourite paint colour?
Teresa’s Green – a calming aqua with quite a 
vintage feel. I’ve used it to great effect with 
Green Blue and All White, in my 1950s diner 
themed kitchen.

What’s on your desk?
An Anglepoise lamp and an empty 
Farrow & Ball paint tin to hold my 
pens. 

Tell me something people might 
not know?

I have a grade eight with 
distinction in classical 

guitar. 25 years 
later I’m learning 

to play the 
blues .


